
 

Market Penetrating Assistant and Support Service for Overseas Electronics Products 

～We Seamless Service Co., Ltd. is the Bridge for both Overseas and Japan～ 

“Are there any product like this? How we find them? Can they be trusted?”  

“Like to sell our own products but no partnership or source” 

 

We can be your one-stop solution for all trading companies, Branding Sales Companies 

and overseas manufacturers 

■We can research the product you need, manage quality control and sales channel 

assistance and even repairing and customer care for you 

“Any electronics products to meet japan market demands?” 

“Any overseas supplier for those competitive products with acceptable quality?”  

If these are your needs, we research and deal with overseas manufacturers to brush up or 

localize their products and supply what you look for. 

On the other hands at the same time, for overseas or foreign manufacturers, we can be 

the sales agent with backups from mega whole sellers in Japan added by our engineer’s 

involvement to quality control. 

For makers, branding sales and trading companies in Japan 

Your unique and original product with after-sales customer support is ready 

Unique products to Japan market at competitive cost, all stakeholders keeps benefit and 

profit. Imported products with our local repairing and quality control service as well as 

customer care, the product can be “long life” in market. 

 

For overseas manufacturers 

 Your ODM and original product will be competitive and accepted by Japan market even 

with customer support, RMA service and logistics service 

Competitiveness in quality and price, our engineers are all at your assistance. Our 

yardstick is Japan market oriented. Your products get higher standard and even more 

competitive. All RMA, Logistics and QC service team are ready for you 



 

 

■Excellence of repairing skill and Well-Experienced deal for international 

product development and sales assistance in English, Chinese and Japanese 

language. 

We Seamless Service Co., Ltd. is professional for LCD display, TVs, projectors and PCs. We do not just 

exchange the PCBs. We analize the component level and replace the failed parts. Our service for over two 

decades win customer trust. 

Do not need any interpreters, our senior engineers are fluent in English, Chinese and Japanese. You naturally 

earn swift decision and quality suggestions. 

Export Japanese products to overseas is also available. 

 

Please Check Any specific needs or requirement, please fill in. 

□ R&D（       ） 

□ Sales（       ） 

□ Quality（      ） 

□ RMA（       ） 

□ Customer Support（     ） 

□ Research（      ） 

□ Logistics（      ） 

□ Factory Audit（      ） 

□ Others 

 

 

 

 Seamless Service Co., Ltd. 

c/o Keishin Soko 3-5-1 Rinkaicho, 

Edogawa-Ku, Tokyo 134-0086, Japan 

☎+81-3-5676-6030 

� casey@seamless.co.jp 

 


